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Abstract—The emerging geo-social networks bring us attractive location-based services as well as serious location-related privacy threats. Location information of users in geo-social networks might be revealed by friends carelessly, or deduced by users curiously or even maliciously. In order to avoid location leakages, we propose collaborative privacy management in geo-social networks. Users specify and broadcast their preferences on location-related privacies in advance, so that potential leakages can be reported automatically when new resources arrive. If necessary, the associated spatial and/or temporal information of resources will be tweaked according to the privacy preferences of involving users, so that “old” leakages can be eliminated while ensuring that “new” ones are not introduced. We design algorithms for such tweaks and construct experiments on a simulated dataset to demonstrate their usability and applicability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the popularity of mobile devices, especially smartphones, resources on social networks are often associated with geo-tags. The resulting geo-social networks provide us attractive location-based services, while introduce serious location-related privacy threats at the same time [1]. For example, one’s presence at sensitive places, such as medical institutions and night clubs, might reveal his/her physical situations or personal interests; one’s absence from special places, such as home and office, would probably lead to undesirable situations; co-locations of users might be employed to infer their private relationships; and one’s sensitive information would not be preserved in case that he/she can be identified determinately in anonymous or pseudonymous geo-social networks.

In many cases, one’s locations are revealed in resources posted by his/her careless friends. As a result, collective/collaborative privacy management was proposed and studied [2] [3] [4] [5]. Given a certain resource $r$, privacy preferences of $r$’s involvers, who are mentioned in $r$ so that sensitive information might be revealed in $r$, are collected and balanced to make a final decision on $r$’s publication.

However, location leakages still happen when curious or malicious users try to combine resources together to perform inferences. As shown in Figure 1, Alice and Bob are secret lovers, but their co-location in a bar can be inferred from Chris’ and David’s states so that their private relationship might be further revealed by this co-location with some knowledge background.

In order to prevent location leakages in geo-social networks, we propose collaborative privacy management. Users specify and broadcast their preferences on location-related privacies in advance, so that potential leakages can be reported and prevented automatically when new resources arrive. The key challenges are listed as follows:

- How to specify location-related privacy preferences?
  In this paper, we introduce the concept of cylinders, which are spatio-temporal regions with additional constraints. Users declare location cylinders, absence cylinders, exclusive cylinders and anonymous cylinders to express their personal preferences on location privacy, absence privacy, co-location privacy and identity privacy, respectively.

- How to report potential location leakages?
  When new resources arrive, existing resources in a particular geo-social network should be employed to infer the presences, absences, co-locations and anonymities of involving users. According to their location-related privacy preferences, violations can be reported automatically.

- How to prevent reported location leakages?
  The associated spatial and/or temporal information of resources should be tweaked accordingly to eliminate re-
ported location leakages. More importantly, such tweaks should be careful to remove “old” leakages while ensuring that “new” leakages are not introduced.

II. PRIVACY PREFERENCES

Users have to specify their personal preferences on location-related privacies in advance. In this paper, we introduce the concept of cylinders, which are spatio-temporal regions with additional constraints:

\[(lat, long, range), (from, to), iteration, constraints\]

where the triple \((lat, long, range)\) specifies a spatial area with the center at \((lat, long)\) and the range of \(range\); the bi-tuple \((from, to)\) specifies a temporal interval from \(from\) to \(to\). With the triple \((lat, long, range)\) and the bi-tuple \((from, to)\), a spatio-temporal region in three-dimensional can be plotted, and that is why we employ the term of “cylinder” here. iteration describes the rules for repeating the temporal interval, such as daily, workday, offday, weekly, monthly, and so on; constraints represents additional constraints on this cylinder, such as the set of exclusive users on exclusive cylinders, and the threshold on anonymous cylinders.

Location cylinders are used to describe one’s location privacy preferences. A location cylinder is specified to express that a particular user does not intend to be located accurately within \(r_{ij}\) meters during a time interval from \(t_i\) to \(t_j\). Suppose that Alice declares one location cylinder as follows:

\[(\ast, \ast, 1000), (0 : 00, 24 : 00), daily, \ast\]

which means that she would not like to be located exactly within one kilometre at any time\(^1\).

Absence cylinders are used to describe one’s absence privacy preferences. An absence cylinder is defined to express that a particular user does not intend to reveal his/her absence from a specific place \(p_{ij}\) during a time interval from \(t_i\) to \(t_j\). Suppose that Alice declares two absence cylinders:

\[(p_{ij}.lat, p_{ij}.long, 1000), (9 : 00, 12 : 00), workday, \ast\]

\[(p_{ij}.lat, p_{ij}.long, 1000), (13 : 00, 18 : 00), workday, \ast\]

where \((p_{ij}.lat, p_{ij}.long)\) represents her office, to express that she does not want to reveal her absence from work during office hours.

Exclusive cylinders are used to describe one’s co-location privacy preferences. An exclusive cylinder is specified to express that a particular user does not want to reveal his/her co-location with other users user\(^{exclusive}\) during a time interval from \(t_i\) to \(t_j\). Suppose that Alice declares her exclusive cylinders as follows:

\[(\ast, \ast, 100), (0 : 00, 8 : 00), daily, user^{exclusive} = \{Bob\}\]

\[(\ast, \ast, 100), (12 : 00, 13 : 00), daily, user^{exclusive} = \{Bob\}\]

\[(\ast, \ast, 100), (18 : 00, 24 : 00), daily, user^{exclusive} = \{Bob\}\]

which means that Alice would like to keep her co-locations with Bob in rest time as secret.

Anonymous cylinders are used to describe one’s identity privacy preferences. An anonymous cylinder is specified to express that a particular user does not intend to be identified in an anonymous geo-social network. We employ the concept of \(k\)-Anonymity[6] here. Suppose that Alice declares an anonymous cylinder as follows:

\[(\ast, \ast, 500), (t - 5, t), daily, threshold = 10\]

which means that Alice’s identity privacy can be satisfied if and only if she is 10-Anonymous within 500 meters during the past five minutes.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

Suppose that \(R\) is the resource set in a particular geo-social network before \(r\) is submitted. We make the following definitions and describe the problem to be solved accordingly.

Given a certain resource \(r\), we employ the following terms, \(r.s, r.t,\) and \(r.ST\), to indicate the spatial area occupied by \(r\), the temporal interval occupied by \(r\) and the spatio-temporal region occupied by \(r\), respectively.

**Definition 1**: \(r\) is location-privacy preserved if and only if \(u\)’s location privacy can be preserved for each involving user \(u\) of \(r\) \((u \in r.WHO)\).

As users’ preferences on location privacy are expressed in location cylinders, the necessary and sufficient condition can be formalized as follows:

\[u.Cylinder_{location} from(D_u), to(D_u) \subseteq D_u(\forall u \in r.WHO)\]

\[D_u = \bigcap_{r' \in \{r\} \cup R} \bigcup_{r' \in \{r'\} \cup R} p^{ij}.ST| \text{ } r \in r' \in r.WHO\]

Simply speaking, other resources in \(R\) are combined together with \(r\) to deduce \(u\)’s presence within a more restricted spatio-temporal region \(D_u\) for each involving user \(u\) of \(r\). We employ the pair of \((lat(D_u), long(D_u))\) to represent \(D_u\)’s centre point in the spatial plane, and the pair of \((from(D_u), to(D_u))\) to represent \(D_u\)’s time interval in the temporal axis. We believe that \(u\)’s preferences on location privacy are satisfied if and only if \(D_u\) is more general than the one specified in \(u\)’s location cylinders.

**Definition 2**: \(r\) is absence-privacy preserved if and only if \(u\)’s absence privacy can be preserved for each involving user \(u\) of \(r\) \((u \in r.WHO)\).

As users’ preferences on absence privacy are expressed with absence cylinders, the necessary and sufficient condition can be formalized as follows:

\[u.Cylinder_{absence} from(D_u), to(D_u) \cap D_u \neq \emptyset(\forall u \in r.WHO)\]

\[D_u = \bigcap_{r' \in \{r\} \cup R} \bigcup_{r' \in \{r\} \cup R} p^{ij}.ST| \text{ } r \in r' \in r.WHO\]

**Definition 3**: \(r\) is co-location privacy preserved if and only if \(u\)’s co-location privacy can be preserved for each involving user \(u\) of \(r\) \((u \in r.WHO)\).
As users’ preferences on co-location privacy are expressed with exclusive cylinders, the necessary and sufficient condition can be formalized as follows:

\[ r_{ST} \cap r'_{ST} \mid r'_{ST} \in (r) \cup R \] \[ E_u = \{ u' \mid u' \in u.Cylinder_{exclusive}, u.user_{exclusive} \} \]

Simply speaking, the set of exclusive users \( E_u \) is calculated for each involving user \( u \) of \( r \). And we believe that \( u \)'s preferences on co-location privacy are satisfied if and only if the co-location of \( u \) and \( u \)'s exclusive users cannot be inferred from resources in \( \{ r \} \cup R \).

Definition 4: \( r \)'s identity privacy preserved if and only if \( u \)'s identity privacy can be preserved for each involving user \( u \) of \( r \) (\( u \in r.WHO \)).

As users’ preferences on identity privacy are expressed with anonymous cylinders, the necessary and sufficient condition can be formalized as follows:

\[ u.Cylinder_{anonymous.threshold} \leq |A_r| \]

\[ A_r = \bigcup_{r' \in (r) \cup R} r'.WHO \cup u.Cylinder_{anonymous}, \forall \text{lat}(r_{ST}, \text{long}(r_{ST})) \notin \emptyset \]

Simply speaking, the set of nearby resources \( A_r \) is calculated accordingly. And we believe that \( u \)'s preferences on identity privacy are satisfied if and only if the number of nearby users is more than the threshold in \( u \)'s anonymous cylinders.

Problem Description 1: In order to protect the location-related privacy of users in a real-name geo-social network, a certain \( r \) is allowed to be shared if and only if the following requirements can be satisfied simultaneously:

- \( r \) is location-privacy preserved.
- \( r \) is absence-privacy preserved.
- \( r \) is co-location-privacy preserved.

Otherwise, \( r \)'s associated spatial and/or temporal information should be tweaked until these requirements are achieved.

Problem Description 2: In order to protect the location-related privacy of users in an anonymous geo-social network, a certain \( r \) is allowed to be shared if and only if \( r \) is identity-privacy preserved. Otherwise, \( r \)'s associated spatial and/or temporal information will be tweaked until the above requirement is achieved.

IV. Tweak Algorithms

Based on definitions in Section III, it is quite straightforward to report potential location leakages. In this section, we focus on tweaking the associated spatial and/or temporal information of resources, so that “old” leakages can be eliminated while “new” ones cannot be introduced.

Since resources in geo-social networks might arrive in batches with high probabilities, we suppose that \( n \) resources are simultaneously submitted by different users, which can be referred as \( G \). For each resource \( r_i (1 \leq i \leq n) \) in \( G \), the corresponding \( r_i.U \) and \( r_i.R \) are calculated as follows:

\[ r_i.U = r_i.WHO \cup \{ u' \mid u' \in E_u (u \in r_i.WHO) \} \]

\[ r_i.R = \{ r' \mid r'.WHO \cap r_i.U \neq \emptyset, r'.ST \cap r_i.ST \neq \emptyset (r' \in R \cup G) \} \]

We regard each resource as a vertex, and connect two vertices \( r_i \) and \( r_j \) with an edge if \( r_i.U \cap r_j.U \) is not empty. On the resulting graph, we employ the depth first search algorithm (DFS) to split \( n \) resources into subgroups.

For each subgroup \( g \), if potential location-related privacy leakages can be reported, we employ a generic algorithm to rearrange the resources in \( g \) within the following spatio-temporal region \( g.D \):

\[ g.D.lat_{min} = \min\{ r'.S.lat_{min} \mid r' \in U_{r_i \in g} (r_i \cup r_i.R) \} \]

\[ g.D.lat_{max} = \max\{ r'.S.lat_{max} \mid r' \in U_{r_i \in g} (r_i \cup r_i.R) \} \]

\[ g.D.long_{min} = \min\{ r'.S.long_{min} \mid r' \in U_{r_i \in g} (r_i \cup r_i.R) \} \]

\[ g.D.long_{max} = \max\{ r'.S.long_{max} \mid r' \in U_{r_i \in g} (r_i \cup r_i.R) \} \]

\[ g.D.t_{from} = \min\{ r'.T.t_{from} \mid r' \in U_{r_i \in g} (r_i \cup r_i.R) \} \]

\[ g.D.t_{to} = \max\{ r'.T.t_{to} \mid r' \in U_{r_i \in g} (r_i \cup r_i.R) \} \]

A. Generic Algorithm

Suppose that there are \( m \) resources in \( g \). An \( m \)-length sequence of candidates \( (d_1, lat, d_2, long, ..., d_m) \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq m \)) can be regarded as an arrangement of resources in \( g \). We then encode it into a \( 3 \times 16 \times m \)-length (0,1)-string as an individual in the population.

The algorithm starts with ten random individuals, and employs the \( KS(id) \) as the fitness function, which indicates the number of location-related privacy-preserved resources in \( g.R \):

\[ KS(id) = KS(d_1, d_2, ..., d_m) \]

A population generation is evolved are as follows:

- Selection
  We calculate \( KS(id) \) for each individual in the population, and then associate each individual with the probability \( p(id) \):

\[ p(id) = \frac{KS(id)}{\sum_{i=1}^{10} KS(id)} \]

Individuals are then randomly selected with roulette.

- Crossover
  Ten individual are classified into five pairs randomly. For each pair of individuals, we generate a random index \( rand \) (\( 0 < rand < 3 \times 16 \times m \)), and then employ single-point crossover.

- Mutation
  For each individual, we generate a new random index \( rand \) (\( 0 < rand < 3 \times 16 \times n \)), and then employ the single-point mutation.

- Marker Selection
  Individuals, which are processed with selection, crossover and mutation, are regarded as the next generation. We select the individual \( id \) with the highest \( KS(id) \) as the marker for the coming round(s).
The algorithm will terminate if one hundred generations have been produced, or the value of function $KS()$ reaches $\bigcup_{r_i \in g} r_i.R \rangle + m$.

Algorithm 1: Annealing Algorithm

Input:
A certain resource $r$

Output:
A candidate $d$ for $r$’s mock spatio-temporal region

1. Set $T_{max} = 10$;
2. Set $T_{min} = 0.1$;
3. Set $\rho = 0.95$;
4. Set $T = T_{max}$;
5. Set $d_{lat} = r.D.lat_{max} - r.D.lat_{min}$;
6. Set $d_{long} = r.D.long_{max} - r.D.long_{min}$;
7. Set $d_t = r.D.t_{to} - r.D.t_{from}$;
8. Set $d = \left( r.D.lat_{min} + \frac{d_{lat}}{2}, r.D.long_{min} + \frac{d_{long}}{2}, r.D.t_{from} + \frac{d_t}{2} \right)$;
9. Set $s_d = KS(d)$;
10. While $T \geq T_{min}$ do
   11. Set $lat = r.D.lat_{min} + \text{rand()} \times d_{lat}$;
   12. Set $long = r.D.long_{min} + \text{rand()} \times d_{long}$;
   13. Set $t = r.D.t_{from} + \text{rand()} \times d_t$;
   14. Set $s_d' = KS(d')$;
   15. Set $dS = s_d - s_d'$;
   16. If $dS > 0$ then
      17. Set $d = d'$, $s_d = s_d'$;
   18. Else if $\exp(dS/T) > \text{rand()}$ then
      19. Set $d = d'$, $s_d = s_d'$;
   20. Set $T = \rho \times T$;

B. Annealing Algorithm

Suppose that, there are only one resource $r$ in $g$. We calculate $r.U$ and $r.R$ at first, and then employ the annealing algorithm 1 to generate a mock spatio-temporal region for $r$ within the following spatio-temporal region $r.D$:

- $r.D.lat_{min} = \min\{r'.S.lat_{min} | r' \in r \cup r.R \}$
- $r.D.lat_{max} = \max\{r'.S.lat_{max} | r' \in r \cup r.R \}$
- $r.D.long_{min} = \min\{r'.S.long_{min} | r' \in r \cup r.R \}$
- $r.D.long_{max} = \max\{r'.S.long_{max} | r' \in r \cup r.R \}$
- $r.D.t_{from} = \min\{r'.T.t_{from} | r' \in r \cup r.R \}$
- $r.D.t_{to} = \max\{r'.T.t_{to} | r' \in r \cup r.R \}$

The centre of $r.D$ is assumed as the initial candidate. The function $KS()$, which returns the number of location-related privacy-preserved resources in $r.R$, is employed as the energy function.

We initialize controlling variables from Line 1 to Line 4, constants from Line 5 to Line 7, and state variables from Line 8 to Line 9. Before the annealing process terminates, a candidate $d'$ is randomly generated within $r.D$. If $d'$ is a more suitable candidate (From Line 17 to Line 18), we regard $d'$ as the “marker” for the coming round(s); Otherwise, $d'$ will be dropped unless its accepted probability is high enough (From Line 19 to Line 21).

V. Prototype Design

As shown in Figure 2, when new resources arrive, they are split into subgroups at first, and then processed independently.

The characteristics of a specific resource $r$ are extracted automatically, to decide the set of involving users $r.WHO$, the occupied spatial area $r.s$, the occupied temporal interval $r.T$ and the occupied spatio-temporal region $r.ST$.

A. Extracting WHO

Given a certain resource $r$, we employ the word segmentation service provided by Sina to pre-process $r$ at first. In this way, the temporal and spatial expressions in $r$ will be labelled and picked out. We assume each left word segment as a candidate name for further process, so that resource co-owners will not be left out carelessly.

Taking nicknames and spelling mistakes into considerations, we employ a fuzzy name matching algorithm [7] for the WHEN extraction, and set the threshold for similarity as 0.85. It means that we regard the two names as the same if the overlapping ratio of these two candidates is equal to or higher than 0.85.

B. Extracting WHEN

A public temporal dictionary is established in advance with temporal words and phrases. Based on which, the time stamp of a resource $r$ is regarded as the temporal start-point, and the temporal expressions in $r$ are detected and adjusted accordingly.

For example, “Alice 2012-02-12 13:45:53 Lucky! Two tickets for Wallace’s concert next Saturday night!””. Two temporal expressions can be segmented and labelled, which are “next Saturday” and “night”. Since the time stamp of this resource is “2012-02-12 13:45:53”, its WHEN characteristic can be adjusted to “2012-02-18 21:00:00”.

---
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C. Extracting WHERE

A public spatial dictionary is established in advance with spatial words and phrases. Based on which, the geo-tag of a resource \( r \) is regarded as the spatial region, and the spatial expressions in \( r \) are detected and adjusted accordingly.

Suppose that the former status is associated with the geo-tag of “Shanghai”. One spatial expression “Wallace’s concert” can be segmented and labelled. As a result, its WHERE characteristic can be adjust to “31.206324 121.459388”(Shanghai Luwan Gymnasium) with the help of Google Map service.

VI. EXPERIMENT

Experiments are constructed to evaluate the proposed algorithms. Since human efforts are needed during evaluation, we built our experiments on a simulated dataset instead of a real one.

A. Simulation

MilanNight[8] is a simulated dataset of user movement from 7:00 PM to 1:00 AM in the city of Milan. Since friendships between users are unavailable in MilanNight, we employ the R-MAT graph mode[9] to generate a simulated social network. As demonstrated in [9], we set parameters \( a, b, c \) and \( d \) as 0.45, 0.15, 0.15 and 0.25, respectively.

With the simulated social network, we query for \( uid \)'s friends within 20 meters to generate a resource for each record \((uid, timestamp, longitude, latitude)\) in MilanNight. Its content is randomly selected from 200 templates, which are provided by 15 volunteers in our department. Finally, we got 35,618 resources in the total.

Privacy cylinders of users are randomly generated and attached. For each user \( uid \) in MilanNight, the number of his/her cylinders varies from 3 to 5.

B. Accuracy

We study the precision and recall of characteristic extraction on WHEN, WHERE, and WHO, respectively.

1) WHO Extraction: Among the 200 resources provided by our volunteers, there are 47 resources containing explicit user names or nicknames. Our prototype application reports 61 resources, out of which 43 are correctly extracted. Consequently, the precision of the “WHO” information extraction is 43/61 = 70.48%, and the recall of the “WHO” information extraction is 43/47 = 91.49%. In the 47 messages containing explicit user names or nicknames, there are 57 names in the total. Our prototype application reports 77 names, out of which 53 are correct. It means that the precision of name/nickname extraction is 53/77 = 68.83%, and the corresponding recall is 53/57 = 92.98%.

2) WHEN Extraction: Since we take the time stamp of a resource as default when there are not explicit temporal expressions, the recall of the WHEN characteristic extraction in our prototype is always 100%. As the result, we just evaluate the accuracy of the WHEN extraction with precision. Among the 200 resources provided, there are 179 resources whose WHEN information can be extracted correctly, which means that the precision of the WHEN information extraction is 179/200 = 89.50%.

3) WHERE Extraction: Resources in geo-social networks always carry geo-tags, so that the recall of the WHERE characteristic extraction is always 100% even though explicit spatial expressions can not be detected. As the result, we will just evaluate the accuracy of the WHERE characteristic extraction with precision. Among the 200 resources provided, there are 163 resources whose WHERE characteristic can be extracted correctly. The precision is 163/200 = 81.50%.

C. Performance

We run our algorithms on a computer with the 24 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5650 @2.67GHz and 4 x 4 GB DDR3 Memory @1333MHz.

In Section III, potential location-related leakages are reported with existing resources in a particular geo-social network. However, it will be time-consuming and heavy-computing if the entire set \( R \) are always considered when new resources come. We assume resources issued 0.5h, 1h, 1.5h, ..., 6h earlier as \( R \), respectively. In our experiments, small subgroups (single-resource subgroups, double-resource subgroups, and four-resource subgroups) are very common. Due to space limitation, we only demonstrate the average costs
for candidate generation with single-resource subgroups and double-resource subgroups here, as shown in Table I.

VII. RELATED WORK

Researches about privacy in social networks can be generally divided into three categories. Since current privacy settings in social networks are too complicated for average users to handle, and too time-consuming for advanced users to configure[10], assistant tools are proposed and developed [11] [12] [13] [14]. Since sensitive information of users can be inferred by majority voting, community detection or classification techniques, researches are proposed to import anonymous principles, such as $k$-anonymity[6], $t$-diversity[15], $t$-closeness[16] and differential privacy, into social networks. Since multi-party authorities of resources often bring privacy conflicts, new access control models are proposed and studied[2] [3] [4] [5].

Techniques, which are widely used to address privacy threats in location-based services, can also be employed in geo-social networks, such as query enlargement[17], fake locations[18], and encryption techniques[19].

Privacy issues in geo-social networks focus on the protection of user locations (both historical locations and current ones), which are quite different from that in social networks. In [1], four typical privacy threats in geo-social networks are summarized, including location privacy, absence privacy, co-location privacy and identity privacy. In [3], the authors studied how to preserve location and absence privacy in geo-social networks. And to the best of our knowledge, there is only one research about co-location privacy in geo-social networks[20].

VIII. CONCLUSION

Resources in geo-social networks, especially the ones issued from the mobile, are usually associated with geo-tags. As a result, location-related privacies of users are suffering from resources posted by careless friends and inferences performed by curious/malicious users.

In this paper, we proposed collaborative privacy management, in which users specify their location-related privacy preferences in advance, so that potential location leakages can be prevented automatically through the collaboration between users. We introduced the concept of cylinders for users to express their preferences on different location-related privacies, including location privacy, absence privacy, co-location privacy and identity privacy. We formulated the definitions of location-related privacy-preserved resources and described the problem accordingly. Generic and annealing algorithms are designed to tweak the associated spatial and/or temporal information when necessary, making “old” potential leakages eliminated while preventing “new” ones from arising. Experiments are then constructed on a simulated dataset to demonstrate their usability and applicability.
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